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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe the design and initial implementation
of a geographic search engine prototype for Germany, based on a
large crawl of thede domain. Geographic search engines provide
a flexible interface to the Web that allows users to constrainand or-
der search results in an intuitive manner, by focusing a query on a
particular geographic region. Geographic search technology has re-
cently received significant commercial interest, but therehas been
only a limited amount of academic work in this direction so far. Our
prototype performs massive extraction of geographic features from
crawled data, which are then mapped to coordinates and aggregated
across link and site structure. This allows us to assign to each web
page a set of relevant locations, called the geographic footprint of
the page. The resulting footprint data is then integrated into a high-
performance query processor on a cluster-based architecture. We
discuss the various techniques, both new and existing, thatare used
for recognizing, matching, mapping, and aggregating geographic
features, and describe how to integrate geographic query process-
ing into a standard search engine architecture and search interface.

1. Introduction
The World-Wide Web has reached a size where it is becoming in-

creasingly challenging to satisfy certain information needs. While
search engines are still able to index a reasonable subset ofthe sur-
face web (i.e., excluding Deep Web content), the pages the user is
really looking for may be buried under hundreds of thousandsof
less interesting results. Thus, search engine users are in danger of
drowning in information. Adding additional terms to standard key-
word searches often fails to drill the iceberg of results that are re-
turned for common searches. A natural approach is to add advanced
features to search engines that allow users to express constraints or
preferences in an intuitive manner, resulting in the desired infor-
mation to be returned among the first top results. In fact, search
engines have added a variety of such features, often under a special
advanced searchinterface, though mostly limited to fairly simple
conditions on domain, link structure, or last modification date.

In this paper we focus on how to constrain web queries geo-
graphically. Geography is a particularly useful criterion, since it
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most directly affects our everyday lives and thus provides an intu-
itive way to express an information request. In many cases, auser is
interested in information with geographic constraints, such as when
looking for local businesses, locally relevant news items,or tourism
information about a particular region. When taking up yoga,web
sites of local yoga schools are often of much higher interestto the
user than those of the world’s ten biggest yoga schools.

We expect thatgeographic search engines, i.e., search engines
that support geographic preferences, will have a major impact on
search technology and associated business models. First ofall, ge-
ographic search engines provide an extremely useful tool. They
allow a user to express in a single query what might take multiple
queries under traditional search engines. For example, when look-
ing for a yoga school in or close to Brooklyn, a user of a traditional
engine may end up trying queries such as� yoga ‘‘new york’’� yoga brooklyn� yoga ‘‘park slope’’ (a part of Brooklyn)

but even this might yield inferior results as there are many ways
to refer to a particular location, e.g. numeric codes, and since
the engine has no notion of geographical closeness, e.g., a result
across the bridge to Manhattan might also be acceptable. Sec-
ond, geographic search is a fundamental technology forlocation
based services, including electronic commerce via cell phones and
other mobile devices. Third, geographic search supports locally
targeted web advertising, thus attracting advertisement budgets of
businesses with a local focus, like pizza shops, that would other-
wise be spent on leaflets and local print ads. Other opportunities
arise from mining geographic properties of the web, e.g., for mar-
ket research and competitive intelligence.

Given these possibilities, it comes as no surprise that overthe
last year leading search engine companies such asGoogleandYa-
hoo have made significant efforts to deploy their own versions of
geographic web search. Our approach and focus differs, bothin
the way geographic information is extracted from the web and, as
far as we can tell, in the way it is integrated into query processing.
In particular, the commercial engines appear to focus on matching
pages with data from business directories in order to support search
for local businesses and organizations. While this is an important
part of geographic search, we focus on the use of geographic con-
straints in more general information requests. A user may not just
be interested in finding businesses listed in yellow pages, but may
have broader interests that can best be satisfied by private or at least
non-commercial web sites, such as local news and cultural events,
or the history or geography of a certain area. In order to facili-
tate such queries, we try to extract geographic markers, such as
addresses or phone numbers, from all web pages, independentof
their listing in a business directory. To extend search capabilities to
those pages that contain no such markers, we employ a combina-
tion of new and previously proposed techniques based on linkand



site structure.
Before continuing, we briefly outline our basic approach. Our

system is a crawl-based engine that starts by fetching a subset of the
web for indexing and analysis. In our case we focus on Germany
and crawl a subset of thede domain; in cases where the coverage
area does not correspond well to any particular domain, smarter
focused crawling strategies may be needed. Afterwards, a standard
text index is built. In addition, data extraction and miningis used to
assign a set of relevant locations to each page, called a geographic
footprint. Finally, search queries consisting of textual terms and
geographic areas are evaluated against the index and footprint data
using an appropriate ranking function. The goal of this project is
to put to practice and further develop some ideas that had been laid
out in earlier work such as [24, 13, 23], by building a complete
prototype for testing and evaluating the various approaches. Our
contributions are:� We provide the first description in the literature of an actual

implementation of large-scale geographic web search. The
current prototype, which is close to completion, is based on
a crawl of over30million pages in thede domain, with plans
to expand to a larger set soon.� We combine multiple previous and new techniques for de-
riving geographic data from the web, using features such as
town names, zip codes, phone numbers, link and site struc-
ture, or external databases such aswhois.� We map the set of geographic features in each page to a sim-
ple and highly compressible geometric representation thatis
used during link and site analysis and query processing.� We provide the first discussion of efficient query execution
in large geographic search engines.� We discuss a range of geo coding techniques, with a special
focus on disambiguation, and describe their implementation
and interplay. We particularly cover compound town names
that are common in Germany but also other countries.

This paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in
the next section, and Section 3 describes the web crawl data and
external geographic databases that we used.

In Section 4, we introduce thegeographic footprintof a docu-
ment, and show how to create this footprint in a process called geo
coding over several steps. In thegeo extractionstep, we extract
features that are likely to have geographic meaning from thedoc-
uments. The mapping of these terms to actual geographic entities,
such as towns or regions, and their coordinates in the next step is
calledgeo matching. This gives us an initial geographic footprint
for a good fraction of the documents, which we store in a simple
and highly compressible geometric format. We then performgeo
propagationacross link and site structures to increase the quality
and coverage of the results.

In Section 5 we show how to use our geo-coded web crawl to
build a geographic search engine. We address efficient queryex-
ecution as well as user interface issues. Finally, we provide some
concluding remarks and discuss future work on geographic search
and geographic web mining.

2. Related Work
We now discuss related work. We start withgeo coding, the

process of determining the set of locations a web page is about.
We then describe existing geographic search engines in Subsec-
tion 2.2, and discuss approaches based on the Semantic Web in
Subsection 2.3. Finally, we discuss the role of the physicalloca-
tions of server and client devices in geographic search.

2.1 Geo Coding
There have been several previous papers on geo coding. A good

first overview on geographic hints that are commonly found inweb
pages is provided by McCurley in [24], which introduces the no-
tion of geo coding. It describes the various geographic indicators
found in web pages, such as zip codes or town names, but does not
give any detailed solutions on how to extract them and in particular
resolve the resulting ambiguities and other issues when mapping
names to actual towns.

The authors of [4, 13] introduced the idea of a web page’sgeo-
graphic scope, i.e., the area it addresses in terms of readership. In
the first step, their technique assigns a position to every web site
based on itswhois entry. In the second step, a fixed hierarchy of
administrative regions is superimposed on the entire area,and link
analysis is performed with respect to these regions. If a reason-
able number of links from a region point to a web site, and if these
links are homogeneously distributed, then the region is included in
the geographic scope of the site. The approach was applied tothe
United States using states, counties, and cities as the objects in the
geographic hierarchy. This technique is related to the approach that
we propose in Section 4.6, which is essentially a generalization and
refinement, but differs in several ways. First, the density measure
that is used assumes that a site has a fairly significant number of in-
coming links, and thus it does not work well for pages and sites that
have a more moderate in-degree. In general, the approach is fairly
coarse-grained as it focuses on sites instead of individualpages and
on relatively large geographic regions. The experimental evalua-
tion in [13] is limited to pages in theedu domain wherewhois
provides a good first estimate of the location of a web page; thus
[13] does not address how to deal with more noisy location data
for arbitrary pages by analyzing additional features such as page
content.

The approach that is closest to us is the very recent work in [1].
It uses a hierarchical gazetteer with 40,000 towns and exclusively
considers these town names. It is designed to perform geo coding
for the entire globe, looking for names of towns with more than
500,000 people. Decreasing the minimum size for recognizable
towns to 5,000 is reported to have a positive effect. Similarto our
nearby townmeasure, it uses the gazetteer’s hierarchy for disam-
biguation when there are several towns of the same name, but the
size of towns is not considered for this case.

Similar to our geographic footprint, [1] focuses on a document’s
geographic focusrather than the more specializedgeographic scope
of [13]. In contrast to our system, the geographic focus of a page is
not given in geographic coordinates, but tied to a node in thehierar-
chical gazetteer. There can be several foci for a document, although
the authors explicitly seek to avoid these situations by grouping,
while we prefer to preserve such “fuzziness” until query process-
ing. The system is evaluated on 20,000 documents by comparing it
against entries from DMOZ [26], and also on three smaller hand-
tagged corpora, resulting in accuracies between 60% and 80%.

Many approaches, such as [13] or our work, exploit data from the
whois directory. By comparison against a business directory, [33]
showed thatwhois entries mostly can be relied on to accurately
point to the address of the business that registered the domain.

2.2 Geographic Search Engines
There are several geographic search engines that are already avail-

able online. Some are small-scale academic prototypes, based ei-
ther on small specialized collections or a meta search approach. In
particular, [19] performs automatic geo coding of documents based
on the approach in [13]. Most other small prototypes, such as[8],
require pages either to carry special markup tags or to be manually



registered with the search engine.
There are several lesser-known geographic search engines by

commercial players. Some, such as the extension to theNorth-
ern Light engine byDivine [14], have already disappeared again.
Others such as [16] rely on geographic meta data in the pages,or
query internet directories such asDMOZ [26]. The scalability of
these approaches in terms of user population is doubtful as they are
highly susceptible to manipulation through misleading meta data.
Of all current geographic search engines, the Swisssearch.chen-
gine [29] is closest to our approach. It has been around for quite a
while and allows users to narrow down their initial search byspec-
ifying a more and more focused location, over several hierarchical
levels such as cantons (states) and cities within Switzerland.

As mentioned already, geographic search has recently received a
lot of attention by the major search companies. BothGoogleand
Yahoohave introduced localized search options [18, 32]. The two
approaches appear to be similar to each other and quite different
from what we propose. Both seem to rely on an intermittent busi-
ness directory, where a user first retrieves entries for businesses that
satisfy certain key words and are close by, and then can extend the
search to actually retrieve pages about these businesses orabout
the area they are located in. The exact algorithms used by these
services are not publicized.

There are two main differences to our approach. First, the inter-
mittent business directory narrows the search results to information
relating to commercial or other entities that are registered or known
to the business directory. This eliminates a lot of private noncom-
mercial content, unless it directly relates to one of these entities (in
which case it can be retrieved in the second phase). Second, the lo-
cation is modeled down to very precise coordinates, i.e., the street
address of the businesses, which can then be displayed on detailed
street maps. However, there seems to be no mechanism to model
geographic footprints of pages that cover larger areas, such as a
county or state, which do not map to this business-oriented model.

2.3 Geographic Semantic Web
Extending the Semantic Web to aGeographic Semantic Web,

such as proposed in [15], seems like a natural approach. Every
web page would simply contain some meta data to explicitly store
its geographic footprint. There are a number of simple models
such as [3] or [9] that are already available. Other models from
the GIS community, such as GML from the Open GIS Consortium
[7], could also easily be adapted.

There are however two major problems, both inherent to the Se-
mantic Web as such, that we believe render this approach infeasi-
ble for general web search applications, though it may be useful
for other more controlled scenarios. First, this approach runs into
a chicken and eggdead-lock situation. Web authors will only in-
clude meta information if search engines make use of them. Search
engines however will wait for a sufficient amount of web authors
to provide meta information, before building any services based on
such meta information. Second, Web authors are not to be trusted,
as they frequently provide misleading information to manipulate
search engines. For this reason current search engines already pay
little attention to existingmeta tags.

2.4 Geo Coding Based on Hardware
There are a number of mechanisms for estimating the physical

location of a web server or a client; however, this is only of very
limited relevance to our scenario. On the server side, most web
pages today are hosted in server farms often hundreds of miles
away from their author and with no relationship to the geographic
regions they relate to. In the case of thede domain, a large per-

centage of the entire content, including most small-business sites, is
served by two large hosting companies located in Berlin and Karl-
sruhe. On a very high level, there is some correlation between the
location of the server and the geographic focus of a web page,since
a site in thede domain is more likely to be hosted in Germany than
Romania. But on a regional level there seems to be less correlation,
with the exception of larger organizations such as universities.

One mechanism, which one could call “semantic hardware”, pro-
poses annotating DNS with geographic information regarding the
positions of hosts [10]. On the experimental side, the authors of
[28] performed several studies where they try to infer the geo-
graphic position of a host from the network topology, using data
such as host names, IP addresses, and round trip time measure-
ments. Several commercial players such as [12] use similar tech-
nology to trace the geographic positions of end users, mainly to
enable content providers to comply with different nationallegal re-
strictions or language requirements, or for more efficient content
distribution.

Other solutions exist for locating mobile clients in wireless and
cellular networks. In our application, a user specifies the geo-
graphic scope of a query via some mechanism in the user inter-
face, either through keywords or by clicking on a map. In a mo-
bile scenario one might assume that the user is interested inthe
area surrounding their current location, as determined by the mo-
bile provider. However, this is entirely an interface issueand does
not impact geo coding or query processing.

3. Underlying Data
Any crawl-based search engine is limited to the underlying data.

We now briefly describe the data that was available for our proto-
type, both the crawl and geographic databases for Germany.

Using thePolyBotweb crawler [30], we acquired about 31 mil-
lion distinct web pages from thede domain over a few weeks in
April 2004, using Yahoo’s German portal as seed pages. One prob-
lem for Germany areUmlautswhichHTML can represent in multi-
ple ways that had to be standardized in a preprocessing step.

Apart from the personal background of some of the team mem-
bers, we chose thede domain for two reasons. First, it is the right
size both geographically and in terms of number of pages. It is
quite dense with about7:8 million de domains registered within
the relatively small area of Germany. It is also reasonably self-
contained in terms of link structure due to language issues.Thus,
the domain provides a very nice test bed that is large enough to
be meaningful and challenging, but also not outside the reach of
an academic research prototype. Thede domain was estimated in
2000 at3:67% of the entire web [2]. This would translate to about150 million pages to achieve the same density of coverage as the4 billion pages of theGoogleengine (as of November 2004) on
the entire web; this number is within reach of our current hardware
setup.

A second reason was the availability of geographic databases
for extracting and matching geographic terms. In particular, the
whois entries forde domains are usually complete and well struc-
tured and enabled us to extract the necessary information with little
effort. We retrieved 680,000whois entries for all the domains
our crawl had touched; many of the7:8 million registered domains
do not actually have a live web server. We also had access to sev-
eral other sources of geographic data for Germany, and even more
important an understanding of the language, administrative geog-
raphy, and conventions for referring to geographic entities.

We use two geographic data sets for Germany, one for 5,000
telephone area codes, the second for 82,000 German towns. The
first maps every area code toonecity and also to the coordinates of



the centroid of the region that the code covers. Since an areacode
may sometimes span multiple cities, this information was not com-
pletely accurate but still useful. The second mapped zip codes to all
the towns they cover, and these towns to their geographic centroids.
If the town was a village, it was also mapped to the associatedcity.
This data set originated from a GIS application, where geographic
positions are the database keys and town names are only used for
display to the user. The names were therefore often misspelled
or abbreviated in various nonstandard ways, requiring painstaking
manual cleaning over several days.

4. Geo Coding
The process of assigning geographic locations to web pages that

provide information relevant to these locations is calledgeo coding.
A document can be associated with one or a number of locations,
for example when a company web page contains addresses of sev-
eral different outlets. We call this collection of locations the page’s
geographic footprint. For every location found in a page, an integer
value is assigned that expresses thecertaintywith which we believe
the web page actually provides information relating to the location.
(Thus, a complete address at the top of the page might result in a
higher certainty than a single use of the town name somewherein
the text of the page.)

In our approach, we divide geo coding into three steps,geo ex-
traction, geo matching, andgeo propagation. The first step extracts
all elements from a page that might indicate a geographic location,
including elements in URLs. The second step tries to make sense
of these by mapping them to actual locations, i.e., coordinates, and
leads to a first initial geo coding of a body of documents. For these
first two steps, we make use of databases of known geographic en-
tities such as cities or zip codes, as described in Section 3.Our
architecture also allows us to incorporate information from third
party directories such as DMOZ or yellow pages. In the third step,
we performgeo propagationto increase the quality and coverage of
the geo coding through analysis of link structure and site topology.
We take a conservative approach during the extraction and match-
ing steps: if in doubt, we rather drop a hint for a location than
include it. The underlying assumption is that for the same area and
most common search terms, there is an abundance of other docu-
ments that contain the same key words and are more likely to be
relevant to the location. Before we proceed with the description of
our geo coding process, we first introduce our representation of a
document’s geographic footprints.

4.1 Geographic Footprints of Web Pages
As for all Geographic Information Systems, the first basic design

decision has to be made between a vector data model and a raster
data model that maps all data onto a discrete grid. A document
may contain several geographic hints, some of which refer topoint
positions, while others such as zip codes refer to polygonalareas.
Thus, our data model has to handle both types.

After some consideration, we decided to use a raster data model
that represents geographic footprints in a bitmap-like data structure.
In comparison to the alternative, we lose some precision by press-
ing the information into the grid. If we make the grid fine enough
however, then the degree of imprecision is small, especially when
compared to other uncertainty factors in the data extraction process.
In our case, we superimposed a grid of1024 � 1024 tiles, each
covering roughly a square kilometer, over Germany, and stored an
integer value (certainty) with each tile that expresses thelikelihood
that the document is relevant to this tile.

Such a representation provides two advantages. First, it allows
us to define and efficiently implement some basic aggregationop-

erations on footprints. Thus, if a page contains several geographic
features, then the footprint for the page is defined by combining the
footprints for the individual features, i.e., adding up theamplitudes
of the corresponding tiles, possibly after some normalization. Such
operations will be very useful during geo propagation and query
processing. Second, since for most documents only a few of the
tile values are non-zero, we can efficiently store the footprints in a
highly compressed quad-tree structure. Moreover, we can use lossy
compression (smoothing) on such structures to further reduce their
size with limited loss in precision, which will be importantfor ef-
ficient query processing. We note that our compressed footprint
structures are also reminiscent of two-dimensional histograms as
studied in the context of database systems.

We implemented a small and highly optimized library for ba-
sic operations such as footprint creation, aggregation, simplifica-
tion (smoothing), and intersection (for query processing)based on
quad-trees. Concerning the need for more precise locationssuch as
exact addresses of businesses that can then be displayed to the user
on a street map, we note that such information can always be stored
separately for this purpose. Our focus here, as discussed earlier, is
not on simple yellow page operations but more general classes of
geographic search operations. Our grid model is particularly useful
for the geo propagation and query processing phases, where exact
locations are not that helpful.

4.2 External Databases
In addition to city names, addresses, and phone numbers ex-

tracted from page content, we could use other external databases
as sources for geo coding. These fall into three categories:busi-
ness directories, web directories, and thewhois directory.

The first category maps businesses and thus their associatedweb
sites to addresses, which in return map to geographic positions.
Some geographic search engines such as those ofGoogleandYa-
hoo[18, 32] appear to make heavy use of business directories. The
main problem of business directories is also their biggest advan-
tage. They cost money, and therefore usually list commercial com-
panies exclusively, ignoring private web sites or web sitesof non-
profit organizations. The registration fee however also results in
less spam and higher data quality.

Web directories such as Yahoo [31] or the Open Directory project
[26] can also provide geographic information about web sites, since
most of them also categorize sites by region. Such directories are
challenging to create and maintain, and often out of date andnot as
reliable as commercial directories. However, they can be useful as
an additional ingredient in disambiguation and in geo propagation
via link structure.

Thewhois directory turns out to be a very good source of geo-
graphic information, though not as accurate as the above business
directories. Thewhois directory is an integral part of the Internet
infrastructure and freely accessible, though usually onlyvia many
individual lookups. For every registered domain, it contains three
sections with contact information for the content provider, server
administrator, and network administrator. For most commercial
sites, the section with the contact regarding content (admin-c)
points to the address of the company that registered the domain.
An earlier study [33] showed a high accuracy forwhois entries.

The other two sections of thewhois entries are rather useless
for our purpose as we are not interested in finding out where servers
are located. In Germany, roughly 70% of allde domains are hosted
in just two server farms; thus at least 70% of allwhois entries dif-
fer only in theadmin-c section. We point out thatwhois entries
for different top-level domains differ greatly in quality.For thede
domain, they are highly structured and usually complete, with pre-



cise addresses and even phone numbers in the different sections.
Entries for theuk domain in contrast usually contain very little of
such information and are often not very structured. Entriesfor the
com domain tend to be highly unstructured, but generally quite rich
in information.

In Section 4.6.1 we show where to plug information from such
databases into our geo coding process.

4.3 Germany’s Administrative Geography
Effective geo coding requires some understanding of a country’s

administrative geography, and of conventions for referring to ad-
dresses and other geographic entities. Thus, one has to knowhow
names are composed, how different towns relate to each other, what
the role of the states and counties is, and where postal or area codes
fit into the picture. Since every country is organized differently, the
rules presented for Germany in this section will likely haveto be
adapted for geo coding pages in other countries and languages. In
the United States, for example, most addresses contain the state,
which can be used to resolve ambiguity between towns of the same
name. In German addresses, states are never mentioned. German
telephone area codes and zip codes are highly clustered, i.e., codes
with a common prefix tend to be in the same region. Large compa-
nies might have their own zip code, but we could infer their position
from the positions of similar zip codes.

We give a brief summary of Germany’s administrative geogra-
phy. States play little role in daily life and are not mentioned in
addresses; we therefore ignore them. Counties and districts are
treated similarly, since many Germans may not even know in which
county or district they live. Area codes and zip codes are distributed
in clusters. At least all entries with the same first digit areclustered.
There is no simple relation between these numeric codes and towns.
A town might cover several of these codes or several towns might
share the same numeric code.

Towns fall into two categories, cities and villages or boroughs.
There is a one-to-many relationship between the two. Every village
or borough is associated with exactly one city, and every city might
be associated with several villages. Villages are often mentioned in
conjunction with their cities. German town names consist ofup to
three parts:

1. an optionaldescriptive prefix, such asBad, consisting of a
single term

2. a mandatorymain name, such asFrankfurt or Göttingen,
usually consisting of a single term.

3. Any number ofdescriptive terms, such asbei Weimar, am
Main, Thüringen1

Descriptive prefixes and large parts of the descriptive terms are of-
ten dropped or abbreviated in various ways. The city ofFrankfurt
am Main might be abbreviated asFrankfurt M., Frankfurt/Main,
Frankfurt a.M., or justFrankfurt.

4.4 Geo Extraction
This process reduces a document to the subset of its terms that

actually contain geographic meaning. If there is any uncertainty
whether a term is used in a geographic meaning or not (calledgeo-
nongeoambiguity by [1]), then this is resolved during this step.
We extract only those geographic markers from pages that we know
how to map to geographic positions, in our case town names, phone
numbers, and zip codes. We first focus the discussion on extrac-
tion from page content, and later show how to adapt this to extract
markers from URLs.
1near the city of Weimar, on the river Main, in the state of Thuringia

4.4.1 Town Names
When parsing pages to extract terms that might refer to towns,

we could simply write out all terms that appear in some position
of some town name. However, if we do not resolve geo-nongeo
ambiguity in term usage at this point, then we would produce a
lot of garbage, since many terms that appear in town names are
also common German or English words and many town names are
also common surnames. Filtering these cases out at a later point is
much more tricky. To resolve geo-nongeo ambiguity, we therefore
manually divided the set of all terms that appear in any town name
into:� 3,000weak termsthat are common language terms.� 55,000strong termsthat are almost uniquely used as town

names, except when used as a last name.

When parsing web pages, we first try to extract all strong terms.
Next, we look for all weak terms with which any of the extracted
strong terms appear in the same town name. The underlying idea
is that we try to find a town’s main names first and then parse for
weak descriptive terms to resolve any ambiguity.

We also assigned a distanced to each weak term. A weak term
would only be recognized if it appears within less thand positions
from an associated strong term. Thus, if we have found the strong
termFrankfurt, we would accept the weak termMain anywhere on
the page (d =1), or the weak termOderwithin a distanced = 2
since it is a much more common term.2

To further increase the precision of the extraction, we introduced
killer termsandvalidator terms. These are defined by mappings
from strong terms to other terms. If a strong term is mapped to
a killer term with a distanced, then any appearance of the strong
term will be ignored if the killer term appears within this distance.
If a strong term is mapped to a validator term with a distanced,
then any appearance of the strong term will be ignored unlessat
least one validator term appears within this distance. These map-
pings allowed us to deal with towns where the main term is also
commonly used in everyday language. We additionally introduced
a list of general killerssuch that any strong term within some dis-
tance of a general killer will be ignored. This list was filledwith
about 3,500 common first names and titles such asHerr, Frau, or
Professor, thus trying to avoid mistaking surnames for town names.

We filled all these tables manually, which is a one-time effort
since they can be reused for future crawls. Of course, other more
sophisticated techniques, e.g., from natural language processing,
could also be applied in this context. The simplicity of the archi-
tecture allows the database to be easily extended if additional types
of geographic data are to be extracted. Derived geographic fea-
tures, such as the fact that “Oktoberfest” typically correlates with
locations in Munich, could be determined using data mining tech-
niques and then added to the database to improve geocoding. Com-
putational costs during geo extraction are limited to a few table
lookups and thus not a major concern.

4.4.2 Numeric Indicators
We also extracted telephone area and zip codes. We checked

every number we encountered against a list of all telephone area
and zip codes. Every detected zip code also had to qualify through
the presence of a validator term, in our basic implementation any
strong term that appears in the name of a town that shares the zip

2Main indicates the river Main, whileOder indicates the river
Oder; however,Oder is also the German word foror and thus ex-
tremely common. Its appearance on a random position of a page
most definitely has no geographic meaning.



code, since zip codes are rarely used without an accompanying
town name. Formatting is more useful to distinguish phone num-
bers from other numbers, as there are certain typical ways inwhich
phone numbers are usually represented.

4.4.3 Parsing URLs
The challenge in extracting geographic terms from URLs is that

a URL is a single string where words are often not clearly sepa-
rated, as opposed to words in pages that are usually separated by
blanks or punctuation marks. Of course, we can start by breaking
the full URL into several sections for TLD, domain, sub domains,
host, path, and file, in order to reduce the problem. But the original
problem still exists in each of these parts, particularly the domain,
where constructs such asbostonyoga.com or beachesof-
southwalton.com are quite common. We address this problem
by introducing the concepts ofsoftandhard delimitersthat divide
a string into substrings that are likely to be terms. For every part of
the URL, we compare all substrings against the set of strong terms
from our list of cities, and for any match check if itqualifies. If so,
it is written out and we search for corresponding weak terms.In
order to qualify, we require a term to be bounded by at least one
hard and one soft delimiter. Hard delimiters are all characters ex-
cept upper and lower case letters. Soft delimiters are all common
German and English words, which we took from the dictionary of
OpenOffice [27]. This identifies most cases. Consider the follow-
ing examples:� www.fitness-frankfurt.de containsfrankfurt with

two hard delimiters� www.fitnessfrankfurt.de contains afrankfurt with
one hard and one soft delimiter (the wordfitness)

Our approach ignores most false cases, where some random sub-
string happens to resemble a town name, for example� www.registrierkasse.de3 where the town nameTrier

has only a single soft delimiter,Kasse.

4.5 Geo Matching
The previous step reduced documents to sets of terms that carry

a geographic meaning. This step maps these terms to actual towns
and thus to geographic locations. The problem we encounter is that
some terms can point to several town names, a situation called geo-
geo ambiguityin [1]. Not only do some towns share the same main
name, a town’s main name might also appear in another town’s
descriptive terms. We make two assumptions about the usage of
town names that allow us to define a strategy for resolving these
ambiguous cases.

The first assumption is that the author of a document mention-
ing a town name intends to talk abouta single town of this name,
not about several towns of that name. That is, someone mention-
ing Frankfurt intends to talk about either one of the two towns in
Germany of that name. This assumption is calledsingle source of
discoursein [1]. Even if this assumption fails, it only introduces
a negligible error to a geographic search engine. Thus, in the rare
case where a document discusses why neither town named Frank-
furt currently has a strong soccer team, it might be acceptable to
only assign this page to one of the two towns, say Frankfurt am
Main.

The second assumption is that the author most likely meant the
largest town with that name. There are for examples two towns
of the nameGöttingen, a larger city and a tiny village, situated

3Registrierkasseis German forcash register

about 150 km apart. Intuitively the probability for the larger town
to be meant is much higher than for the smaller one. The page will
be therefore be assigned to the city ofGöttingen, not the village,
unless there are other strong indications. Just as above, itcan be
argued that the failure of this hypotheses only introduces amarginal
error, especially when the difference in town size is huge. If the
document intended to refer the city, the matching is correctand a
geographic search engines will return correct results in both towns.
If it intended to refer to the village, then the matching is incorrect
but only introduces a marginal error.

Our strategy consists of the following steps. First, a metric is
used to evaluate matches between town names and terms. Second,
we write out the town with the best match, and then delete its terms
from the term set. Finally, we start over to find additional matches
on the reduced term set. There are several measures for the quality
of a match between a town name and a set of terms. The actual
implementation details of the algorithm are omitted, sinceit is tai-
lored to Germany’s administrative geography and to the databases
available to us. The general strategy however is broad enough to be
cast into different algorithms for various countries and data sets.

4.5.1 Measuring Geo Matching
The degree to which a town name can be matched with a set of

retrieved terms can be measured in several different ways. None of
these perform well on their own, but in combination they provide
for a good estimate of how well a town can be matched. For our
application, we do not need to compute an absolute value for the
degree of matching, but really only an ordering that allows us to
pick the better of several towns that can be matched from the same
set of terms.

One simple measure would be thenumber of matched terms, i.e.,
the number of terms in the town name that are contained in the set
of terms from the web page. A similar measure is thefraction of
matched terms, i.e., the fraction of terms in the town name that were
found in the page.

For any of the above, one can find examples where they work
really well and ones where they fail. Some other types of tech-
niques are stronger. It makes things a lot easier when anumeric
markersuch as a zip code is found. When applicable, this by itself
should resolve most ambiguous situations. Another more reliable
technique takes place on a geographic level, by looking fornearby
towns. If we find bothFrankfurt andOffenbach, then we
can be pretty certain that the page intends to talk aboutFrankfurt
am Main.4 In our application we employed a simplified version
of the last approach that looks for terms that refer tonearby vil-
lagesthat are associated with the same town. The big advantage is
this measure can be looked up from a table without ever havingto
compute an actual distance.

4.5.2 The Matching Strategy
Since the implementation of our matching algorithm, calledBB-

First, is very specific to Germany we will not show it in full de-
tail, but rather sketch the underlying strategy. The algorithm is
calledBB-firstbecause it extracts thebestof thebig townsfirst. It
starts with the set of all strong terms found in the document,called
found-strong, and the set of all German towns, and proceeds
as sketched in Table 4.1.

Since we measure the size of towns only by sorting them into
villagesandcities, we ran the algorithm only with these two cat-
egories. The algorithm can be directly traced to the underlying
assumptions. It clearly prefers large towns over small ones. It also

4The city of Offenbach is a direct neighbor of Frankfurt am Main,
and about 700km from the other Frankfurt, Frankfurt an der Oder.



1. Group towns into several categories accord-

ing to their size.
2. Start with the category of the largest

towns.
3. Determine the subset of all towns from this

category that contain at least one term in
found-strong.

4. Rank them according to a mix of the measures
described in Section 4.5.1.

5. Add the best matched town to the result.
6. Remove all terms found in this town name

from the set found-strong.
7. Start this algorithm over at Step 3, as long

as there are new results.
8. If there are no new results, repeat the al-

gorithm for the next category down.

Table 4.1: Basic steps of the BB-First algorithm

assumes a single sense of discourse, since every strong termcan
cause at most one town to be matched, before it is removed from
found-strong. The extracted towns receive acertainty value,
estimated with the same measures we used to determine how well
towns were matched with the set of terms.

The results of this algorithm, i.e., the matched towns, are then
finally mapped into our quad-tree based footprint structurewith in-
teger amplitudes. Note that cities are not mapped to a singletile but
to a larger area of a few kilometers squared. Each tile in the grid
receives as amplitude the sum over the certainties of towns that
map to this tile. Applying this procedure to every document results
in an initial geo coding of our web crawl, that can be processed
further during the next step. In this initial coding, each page that
contained a geographic marker has associated with it a non-empty
footprint structure that models its geographic footprint.In our set
of 31 million pages, about17 million had non-empty footprints
based on page content, represented in an average of137 bytes after
compression. About5:7 million pages had (separate) non-empty
footprints based on extraction of markers from their URLs, repre-
sented in an average of38 bytes since there are fewer extracted
markers on average.

4.6 Geo Propagation
After applying the above techniques, and excludingwhois en-

tries, slightly more than half of all web documents have a non-
empty geographic footprint (in the form of a quad-tree) associated
with them. This is close to the best one can expect from geo extrac-
tion, since not every document contains a geographic reference.
One problem we noticed was that many of the pages that did have
a footprint were not particularly valuable in terms of theiractual
content. For example, it seems that many sites return geographic
information such as contact addresses in separate pages from the
actual content that a user might be looking for. This situation can
be overcome bygeo propagation, a technique that extends the basic
radius-one, radius-two (co-citation), and intra-site hypotheses from
Web information retrieval to the geographic realm.

According to the radius-one hypothesis, two web pages that are
linked are more likely to be similar than any random pair of web
pages [11]. This assumption can be directly extended to geographic
footprints. If one page has a geographic footprint, then a page it
is linked to is more likely to be relevant to the same or a similar
region than a random page. The radius-two hypothesis about pages
that are co-cited can an be extended similarly.

The intra-site hypothesis, often overlooked or used only implic-

itly in Web IR, is highly useful in geo coding. It states that two
pages in the same site are more likely to be similar than any given
random pair of pages. For documents from the same sub-domain,
host, or directory within a site, even stronger versions of this hy-
pothesis can be stated. This assumptions can clearly be extended to
geographic properties. For Germany, it is particularly useful since
there exists a law that anyde site must have a page with the full
contact address of the owner no more than two clicks from the start
page! Therefore, at least one page in any given site at least in princi-
ple should provide rich geographic information which is supposed
to apply to the entire site.

Geo propagation uses the above geographic hypotheses to pro-
pagate geographic footprints from one page to another. The idea
is that if two pages are related in any of the above manners, they
should inherit some dampened version of each others geographic
footprint. We modeled the “inheritance” by simply adding the en-
tire footprint of one page to the other, tile by tile, with some damp-
ening factor0 < � < 1. The exact value of� depends on the
relationship between two pages. If two pages are in the same direc-
tory for example,� will be larger than if they are only within the
same site.

Note that this process is not intended to converge, and has tobe
handled with care. If geo propagation is performed too often, then
every single document could end up with a footprint that basically
covers the entire country with non-zero amplitudes. In practice,
propagation over one or two steps seems to give most of the benefit,
and proper dampening factors plus lossy compression (simplifica-
tion) makes sure that footprints do not get out of hand. The result
of the geo propagation step is increased coverage – in terms of per-
centage of pages modeled - and better quality of the geographic
footprints.

4.6.1 Geo Propagation in our Prototype
Based on these general ideas, we implemented several forms of

geo propagation. Starting out with about17 million footprints,
we separately performed forward and backward propagation across
links as well as between co-cited pages. Thus, if pageA has a foot-
printmA and links to a pageB with a footprintmB , then we trans-
mitmA toB and compute a new footprint of the formmB+�mA
for B. This is implemented using two ingredients: (1) our opti-
mized implementation of footprint operations based on quad-tree
structures described in Subsection 4.1, and (2) an I/O-efficient im-
plementation for footprint propagation along links that resembles
a single round of an I/O-efficient Pagerank algorithm described in
[6]. In particular, footprints are sorted on disk by destination page
and then aggregated into the footprint of the destination page.

Propagation was also performed within sites; in this case I/O
efficiency is not a concern since each site can be processed inde-
pendently and thus entirely in main memory. Some normalization
by the size of the site is necessary to avoid very large amplitudes.
In the end, we obtained about28:4 million pages with non-empty
footprints, for a page coverage of more than90%. We also sep-
arately stored 490,000 footprints that apply to entire sites. This
amounts to about60% of all sites, which is smaller than expected,
due to the large number of parked single-page sites. The site’s
footprints can be used separately during query processing or added
back into pages’ footprints in advance.

5. Geographic Search
Geographic search engines allow users to focus a search on a

specific geographic area by adding a query footprint to the set of
keywords. There are a number of possible interface for specify-
ing the query footprint and displaying the results, and we sketch



Figure 5.1: A simple interface for a geographic search engine.

Figure 5.2: The result set with visualization of the geographic
footprints.

here only one fairly basic solution. In particular, the areaof inter-
est could be specified as a keyword (such as a city name) that is
converted by the interface into a suitable query footprint,or a user
could use an interactive map for this purpose. In a mobile envi-
ronment, the current location of the user could be determined from
the networking infrastructure and then translated into a footprint.
Results could be shown as lists or displayed on an interactive map,
and additional geographic browsing operations may be supported.
Note that a query footprint should not be seen as a simple filter for
keyword-based results, but as a part of the ranking function. We
will describe the actual query processing in two passes, first on an
abstract level and later in terms of our actual current implementa-
tion. We start by briefly describing a simple interface to give the
reader a better understanding of the scenario.

5.1 Interface
A simple user interface as shown in Figure 5.1 consists of a text

box, a map and several radio buttons. Users may zoom into more

detailed maps. The map allows the user to choose the center ofthe
region of interest. The radio buttons allow us to specify therange
for the search distance from the desired location. A query foot-
print is then computed from the center of the map and the distance
buttons, and the search engine looks for relevant results whose foot-
prints intersect the query footprint. The returned results, shown in
Figure 5.2, contain the title of each page, a text snippet from that
page, and the URL. For each result, we also provide a visualization
of the geographic footprint. This allows users to evaluate if the re-
sults are of the desired type and gives hints for refining the query
(and happen to be highly useful during debugging). We note that
other alternatives are to extract a query footprint from thequery
[20], or to assume the current location of the user or a default loca-
tion chosen by the user.

5.2 A Simple Geographic Search
Without going into too much detail, the differences betweengeo-

graphic search engines and their traditional counterpartscan best be
outlined on a very abstract level. In a nutshell, a traditional search
engine works as follows:

1. The user inputs a set of search terms.

2. The engine uses the inverted index to determine the set of
pages that contain all the search terms. This is done by inter-
secting the sets of document IDs in the inverted lists of the
search terms.

3. The engine then uses the numbers, contexts, and positions
of the term occurrences in these pages, together with other
measures such as link structure, to rank the results. This is
typically done concurrently with the second step.

At first glance, the query processing in our geographic search en-
gine works in a very similar way:

1. The user inputs a set of search termsanda query region that
is converted into aquery footprint.

2. The engine then uses the keywordsand the query footprint
to compute a result set from the inverted index.

3. The engine then uses the keywordsandquery footprint, plus
other measures such as link structure, to rank the results.

Thus, the engine uses both keywords and the query footprint to re-
trieve candidates results in the second step as well as to rank them
in the final step. In our case, the first step is simply a question
of interface design. The second step is also fairly similar to tradi-
tional search engines, with the difference that now only those pages
survive that contain all search terms and have a non-empty intersec-
tion. The final ranking however is a little more complicated since
it has to merge two unrelated ranking measures, importance and
geographic proximity.

5.3 Geographic Ranking
We now describe in detail how we rank pages based on both

terms and geographic footprints. The user of a geographic search
engine wants top results to fulfill two criteria: they need tobe rel-
evant as well as close to the query footprint. A straightforward
approach would be to simply use the query footprint as a filterthat
removes all results that are “outside” the query area, and tothen
use the standard search engine ranking on those results. At the
other end of the spectrum, we could use the search terms as a filter,
and rank all documents in the intersection of the inverted list by
their distance to the center of the query area.

We decided on a general framework that includes these two cases
as well as the spectrum in between, allowing users to select their



Figure 5.3: A simple illustration of footprints in a single spatial
dimension. At the top, we have a query footprint with a dis-
tance threshold (left), and a footprint for a query that gives a
lower score for documents that are farther away (right). At the
bottom, we show an intersection computation between a query
footprint and a document footprint. In reality, the geographic
score would be determined by first applying a log-based func-
tion (somewhat reminiscent of those used in cosine measures)
to the amplitudes of the footprints, and then computing the vol-
ume of the intersection.

own preferences. First, we allow the user to choose different shapes
for the query footprint as shown at the top of Figure 5.3. If a user
prefers a sharp cutoff at a distance of say10 km, then the user se-
lects the footprint on the left, while the query footprint onthe right
models a more gradual approach. During the ranking phase, we
then compute ageographic scorefor each page in the intersection
of the inverted lists of the query terms, based on the size (volume)
of the intersection between query and document footprint; see the
bottom of Figure 5.3. If the intersection is empty, the document is
discarded.

Second, the user can choose the relative weight of the term-based
and geographic components of the ranking function. Thus, the total
score of a document under the ranking function will be a weighted
sum of its term-based score, its geographic score, and maybean ad-
ditional measure such as Pagerank. We note that in reality, both the
intersection computation and the summing up of the various scores
requires careful normalizations to avoid adding up apples and or-
anges. Both the shape of the query and the relative weightingof the
scores are provided by the user through a simple system of sliders
that model the trade-offs, and that can be interactively adjusted to
reorder the current query results.

5.4 Efficient Geographic Query Processing
Given this approach to ranking, we can now describe efficient

query processing in more detail. Figure 5.4 shows the example of
a query with three search terms. After the query is issued, the in-
verted lists for the three terms are loaded into main memory (shown
here only with their document IDs), and their intersection is com-
puted by traversing the lists from left to right. For any document
in the intersection, two lookups are performed. First, we have an
in-memory table of highly compressed document footprints,ob-
tained by lossy-compressing the footprint structures downto a size
of about100 to 200 bytes each. We perform a lookup into this ta-

Figure 5.4: Organization of index structures, lookup tables,
and geographic footprints in a scalable geographic engine.

ble to check if the intersection between the query footprintand the
document footprint is nonempty, and if so, we compute an approx-
imation of the geographic score of the document. We then perform
a lookup into an in-memory table of Pagerank values to compute a
final approximate document score.

After we have traversed the inverted lists and determined say the
top-50 results, we can then perform a more precise computation
of their geographic scores by fetching their precise document foot-
prints, which might be stored separately on disk or togetherwith the
actual pages which need to be fetched anyway in order to extract
text snippets for display on the result page. There are a number of
other performance optimizations in search engines, such asindex
compression, caching, and pruning techniques [22], that wehave
omitted here, but that also apply to this case. By integrating these,
we can achieve query throughput comparable to that of a standard
non-geographic engine.

We note that if we compress the in-memory footprints down to
an average of100 to 200 bytes, then several million pages could
be covered by each node of the search engine cluster, a realistic
number for large engines. In our prototype, we use a cluster of 7
Intel-based machines with reasonably large disks and main mem-
ories for our31 million pages, which can sustain rates of a few
queries per second.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we described the design and implementation of a

crawl-based geographic search engine prototype for the German
web domain. We introduced the notion of a document’sgeographic
footprint, as the set of locations it might provide information for,
and showed how to construct footprints for crawled pages through
a geo codingprocess consisting ofgeo extraction, geo matching,
andgeo propagationsteps. We discussed how this process depends
on a country’s administrative geography and on conventionsfor re-
ferring to geographic locations. We represent geographic footprints
through a compressed quad-tree structure that is manipulated via a
few simple operations during geo propagation and query process-
ing. Finally, we described techniques for efficient query processing
in a geographic engine, and discussed a basic search interface.

Our prototype engine is currently close to completion, and we
plan to make it available soon. One major open issue is the need to
perform an appropriate evaluation of the quality of our footprints



and query results, which we plan to do in the near future. Beyond
the current prototype, there are many exciting open problems for
future research in this area. On the most general level, manyaspects
of Web search and information retrieval, such as ranking functions,
categorization, link analysis, crawling strategies, query processing,
and search interfaces, need to be reevaluated and adapted for the
purpose of geographic search.

We are particularly interested in the following directions. First,
we are working on extractingderived geographic features, by which
we mean terms such as “Oktoberfest” or “statue of liberty” that are
not listed in standard geographic databases but clearly associated
with a particular location. This can be done through the use of data
mining operations that relate such features to known geographic
entities. Second, we are interested in query processing optimiza-
tions for geographic search engines. In our approach in thispaper,
we first use the inverted index to narrow down the set of docu-
ments and then look at the geographic footprints. We expect that
additional optimizations are possible through the integration of ap-
propriate spatial index structures and through spatial partitioning of
the inverted index structures. Other possible improvements could
adapt and integrate pruning techniques for top-k queries such as
[17, 22]. Third, we plan to study focused crawling strategies [5]
that can efficiently fetch pages relevant to a given geographic area
(e.g., the United States) that runs across many top-level domains.

Finally, we are very interested ingeographic data miningof the
Web. A simple example of such mining are the derived geographic
features mentioned above. There are many other possible applica-
tions in connection with market research, competitive intelligence,
and national security. An example of commercial geographicweb
mining is metacarta[25]; other natural candidates for integrating
geographic techniques would be products such as IBM’sWeb Foun-
tain system [21].
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